Annie lost five mittens this winter.

Annie found a flying mitten.

The mitten was tired of being a mitten.

The mitten hopped away.

Planting a mitten makes a mitten tree grow.

You can pick ripe mittens in the fall.

The snowman grew a heart.

The heart of the snowman was the mitten.
The Missing Mitten Mystery KEY
By Steven Kellogg

Name ____________________ Date _______

Real or fantasy?
R = real, F = fantasy

R Annie lost five mittens this winter.

F Annie found a flying mitten.

F The mitten was tired of being a mitten.

F The mitten hopped away.

F Planting a mitten makes a mitten tree grow.

F You can pick ripe mittens in the fall.

F The snowman grew a heart.

R The heart of the snowman was the mitten.